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September 23 –
• Autumn Equinox at 1:21am PDT
• Sun enters Libra conjunct North Node

September 24 –
• Pluto turns Direct, stationing* at 12:58 Capricorn – the 

transformation train is pulling into the station
September 24 –

• Mars enters Virgo
September 25 –

• Mars square Saturn at 0 degrees -- frustration with  
new projects

September 27 –
• Full Moon and Lunar Eclipse at 4 Aries/Libra at 7:52pm 

PDT

Late September Events

*3rd station this month!



What is a “station?”

• Retrograde -- “moving backwards,” it’s a visual illusion, but a meaningful, 

observable and measurable one

• Station – Pluto (or any planet) seems to slow, stop, and turn backwards or 

forwards

• Phrasing, “Pluto is stationary and turning retrograde,” or “Pluto is stationary 

retrograde” or “Pluto is stationary direct” 

• Stations tend to lead to pivotal events, which can trigger changes in us, and 

that will happen according to the nature of the transiting planet.

• Post-Retrograde – process the lessons and changes to implement when the 

planet goes direct



• 8/28/15 05:17 am 01 Libra Enters Rx Zone

• 9/17/15 02:04 pm 16 Libra Retrograde

• 10/9/15 10:49 am 01 Libra Stationary Direct

• 10/24/15 12:16 pm 16 Libra Leaves Rx Zone

Retrograde or Shadow Periods Late September

• Do
• research & re-think plans
• repairing & clean

• Don’t
• Sign, launch, rush into 

anything at this time
• Assume travel or 

communication will be 
smooth





• 6/21/15 11:53 am 14 Leo Enters Rx Zone

• 7/25/15  05:27 am 00 Virgo Stationary Retrograde

• 9/6/15  4:27 am 14 Leo Stationary Direct

• 10/9/15 11:58 am 00 Virgo Venus Leaves Rx Zone

• Do 
• re-evaluate past & present 

relationships
• Review financial decisions

• Don’t
• start a new relationship
• try to make money in a 

new way



• 12/8/14 2:47 am 28 Scorpio Enters Rx Zone

• 3/14/15 9:37 am 5 Sag Stationary Retrograde

• 8/2/15 0:43 am 28 Scorpio Stationary Direct

• 11/8/15 6:38 am 5Sagittarius Leaves Rx Zone

• Do
• solidify commitments 
• say NO to projects 
• organize a project
• eliminate frustrations

• Don’t
• take on unnecessary projects
• deal with issues in the present
• start any new business activity



• 4/8/15 5:28 am 17 Aries Enters Rx Zone

• 7/26/15 3:34 am 20 Aries Stationary 
Retrograde

• 12/25/15 9:20 pm 17 Aries Stationary Direct

• 4/10/16 02:59 pm 20 Aries Leaves Rx Zone

• Do make changes

• Don’t suffer stagnation



• 2/19/15 12:24 pm 07 Pisces Enters Rx
• 6/12/15 1:19 am 10Pisces Stationary Retrograde

• 11/18/15 7:24 am 07 Pisces Stationary Direct

• 3/8/16 06:09 am 10 Pisces Leaves Rx Zone

• Do 
• perceive the illusive
• address problems 

detected
• listen to the “inner 

voice” 
• Don’t 

• touch drugs
• associate with 

addictive types



Effect of Pluto’s motion this year is 
most noticed if you have:

• Planet, MC, ASC – 12 to 15 degrees Capricorn 
– Transiting Pluto is conjunct these points

• Planet in 12 to 15 degrees of Aries, Cancer 
and Libra — strong transiting aspect to Pluto

“[Pluto] only forces us to transform 
that which is in dire need of 
rehabilitation.”  --Bill Tierney

• Do
• deal with that stuff you keep 

ignoring 
• keep your affairs aboveboard

• Don’t
• Try to hide secrets



Retrograde Motion (using Mars as example):
• Composite image created by superimposing 

images taken on twenty-nine different dates.
• In the illustration above Mars' images form a 

large loop, because its orbit is somewhat tilted 
and it moves relatively fast. 

• In each "loop" the planet appears to move to the 
east (from right to left) prior to opposition (4)

• Mars seems to slow down and reverses its path 
when near opposition (the middle of the loop)

• Then resumes its eastward motion after passing 
opposition. 

• As the planets stop moving east and start moving 
west their motion slows at the "stationary" 
points. 

• In the image, this is represented by the fact that 
the dots are relatively close together near the 
stationary points, and further apart elsewhere.



2005 Mars Retrograde Cycle

8/13/2005 Mars enters the 
Shadow

Pre-retrograde 
Shadow phase 
begins.

10/1/2005 Mars stationary 
retrograde

Retrograde 
period begins.

Mars Travels from West to East and ‘slows’  as it nears retrograde



3 Retrograde Pattern Groups:
• The outer planets, asteroids & 

Trans-Neptunian Objects 
• Mars & Venus
• Mercury



Planetary Stations 2014 - 2017

Planet Retrograde Direct
Shadow 
Ends

Retrograde Direct
Shadow 
Ends

Retrograde Direct
Shadow 
Ends

Jupiter
Nov 8 '13 
20Can30

Mar 7 '14 
10Cn26

Jun 1 '14
Dec 9 '14 
22Le37

Apr 9 '15 
12Le35

Jul 6 '15
Jan 8 '16 
23Vi14

May 10 '16 
13Vi15

Aug 7 '16

Saturn
Mar 3 '14 
23Sc19

Jul 21 '14 
16Sc38

Oct 29 '14
Mar 15 '15 
04Sg55

Aug 3 '15 
28Sc16

Nov 8 '15
Mar 26 '16 
16Sg24

Aug 14 '16 
09Sg46

Nov 19 '16

Uranus
Jul 22 '14 
16Ar30

Dec 22 '14 
12Ar34

Apr 7 '15
Jul 27 '15 
20Ar30

Dec 26 '15 
16Ar33

Apr 10 '16
Jul 30 '16 
24Ar30

Dec 30 '16 
20Ar33

Apr 15 '17

Neptune
Jun 10 '14 
07Pi35

Nov 17 '14 
04Pi47

Mar 6 '15
Jun 13 '15 
09Pi49

Nov 19 '15 
07Pi01

Mar 8 '16
Jun 14 '16 
12Pi02

Nov 20 '16 
09Pi14

Mar 10 '17

Pluto
Apr 15 '14 
13Cp34

Sep 23 '14 
10Cp59

Jan 12 '15
Apr 17 '15 
15Cp32

Sep 24 '15 
12Cp58

Jan 15 '16
Apr 19 '16 
17Cp29

Sep 27 '16 
14Cp55

Jan 17 '17



Famous Events during Pluto (& Uranus) Stations

Uranus – Pluto conjunction 1965 – 1966

Uranus & Pluto station direct within days of 
release on  6/1/67 

Watergate “Plumbers” were arrested 
at the Watergate Hotel on 6/17/72 
when Pluto was stationing

The 1st Pentagon Paper was 
published in the NYT on 6/13/71 
between a station of Uranus & Pluto 
– this event was a catalyst for anti-
war protests

Black Friday stock market crash came 
8 days after a 10/21/30 Pluto station

Christine Jorgensen successful sex 
reassignment surgery 11/20/52 during a 
Pluto station

Doctor Zhivago
premiere 
12/22/65—Uranus 
& Pluto station 



T-square:
• Pluto (focal point) squares 

Mercury
• Mercury opposes Uranus
• Uranus squares Pluto

Mars moves into Virgo

T-square:
• Mars squares Saturn
• Mars opposes midpoint 

Neptune & Sun

Sun conjunct North Node 
nearing last degree of Libra







How does Pluto change us?

By putting us through a death and rebirth experience, a “long, dark night of the soul.”

• A Pluto transit is the most profound of all the planetary transits: it is nothing less than a total and 

complete transformation from one way of being to another.

• Example from a class:  the metamorphosis of a caterpillar into a butterfly. In the cocoon, the 

caterpillar’s structure is lost, from which, miraculously, the animal finds a new shape as butterfly.

• We often feel we are in meltdown or “lost in the dark,” not knowing what we are to become or 

what life will be like when we emerge

• Employ deep trust in the ways of nature and in oneself. Let go of that which needs to pass away 

and allowing the new to come forth, without knowing what is to come.

• Pluto transiting your Midheaven might make you feel that you can’t face your career anymore.  

Pluto transiting your Moon can bring up emotions and can bring things to light about your family



Pluto Retrograde --

• we turned our focus inward  to face up to our buried truths

• you may be reassessing relationships in your life to figure out which connections no longer benefit you

• let go of attitudes, thinking or communication patterns

• feel driven to establish security, or rigid, stubborn emotions

• time to undergo an internal form of house cleaning

• examine where and why we continually give our power away

• gain greater control over our personal life

Pluto Direct –

• suppressed desires will return to the surface, permitting us to see our innermost secrets

• be honest, but kind, which will earn trust and renew passion for pursuing our goals

• truths into the spotlight – and act as a catalyst

• best way to solve a problem is to first admit that you have one -- Pluto will help you see the problem

• gain greater control over professional and financial areas



• Most strong when it’s exact and also during its stations, or pivotal days. 

• You’ll feel Pluto’s influence the most strongly when Pluto is 

• Aspecting a planet 12 degrees of Capricorn, Aries, Libra or Cancer 

• On the days it turns retrograde and direct

• How to handle your Pluto transit:

• Trust your process of change.  Stop fighting it.  The war is over.

• You will be different after this—look for the ways that is a good thing.  

• Let go of what you don’t really need.  What’s left will be essential and true.  

• Pluto’s gift is not only the rebirth of whatever he touches, but also your growing sense of 
deathlessness, every time he changes you by taking away what you didn’t really need.  

• Fly, butterfly, into your new life.  But don’t forget the caterpillar, because you will be that 
again, somewhere, someday.

Stations and exact aspects are peaks in the intensity of Pluto transit



Appendix


